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Society Makes a 

Promise!



Child Protection Must Do Four Things Well:

� We must get children out of harm's way; 
� If we can keep children home and safe we seek to do 

so by developing a safety plan that protects children 
while we work to change parenting behaviors that 
caused children to be unsafe; 
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caused children to be unsafe; 
� If children are removed, we must focus work to get 

them safely back home as soon as possible; 
� Or, if that can't work, we need to rapidly ensure that 

they have a caring permanent new family; 
maintaining optimal connections to their kin, 
culture and community. 



Background

�The state of Oklahoma embarked 
on two significant processes 
intended to improve practice and 
ultimately to improve our 
intended to improve practice and 
ultimately to improve our 
outcomes for children and their 
families. 
�Practice Standards
�Practice Model
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The Foundation of the 
Practice Model 

The Practice Standards 
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1. We Continually Examine our Use (Misuse) of Power, Use of 
Self and Personal Biases

2. We Respect and Honor The Families We Serve

3. We Listen to the Voice of Children

4. We Actively and Continuously Seek to Learn Who Families 
Are and What They Need

5. We Believe in the Value of “Nothing About Us Without Us”

6. We Maintain A Childs’ Permanent Connection to their Kin, 
Culture and Community

7. We Conduct Our Work With Integrity At All Levels Of The 
Agency
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What is a Practice Model?
�A practice model is a conceptual map and 

organizational ideology that includes 
definitions and explanations regarding how definitions and explanations regarding how 
staff partner with families, service providers, 
and other stakeholders in the delivery of 
services to achieve positive outcomes for 
youth and their families. 
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What Does a Practice Model Do?

It makes an explicit link connecting the agency’s policy 
and practice with its mission, vision, and core values.

It describes the outcomes to be achieved.

It is prescriptive in how services should be provided.  

It includes the practice activities and rationale that 
form the case opening to case closure process. 

It includes “evidence based” approaches, promising 
practices and/or approaches believed to be effective 

through practice based experience.
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Impact of a Practice Model 
� A Practice Model Can Provide a Moral Authority for Practice. An 

effective practice model provides staff with a moral imperative 
for practice that goes beyond compliance with policy and rules. 

� A Practice Framework Can Promote Consistency in Practice 
Across the Organization. In all systems, practice approaches are 

� A Practice Framework Can Promote Consistency in Practice 
Across the Organization. In all systems, practice approaches are 
influenced by emerging trends, reactions to crises, legislative 
mandates and the experience and priorities of those in 
leadership positions. These changes often overlie, rather than 
replace existing practices, resulting in a patchwork of policies 
and approaches that do not share an underlying vision.  A 
practice model cleans up this legacy of historical influencers, 
provides clarity to line staff about practice expectations and 
thereby can dramatically enhance consistency of performance 
among staff. 
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Impact of a Practice Model

� A Practice Framework Informs the Design of Training. A 
well-developed practice model provides a useful tool by 
which current training can be assessed for conformity with 
the system’s approach and goals and also will identify new 
knowledge skills and abilities that should to be included in 
new or revised training. 
knowledge skills and abilities that should to be included in 
new or revised training. 

� A Practice Model Can Shape the Design of the Quality 
Assurance Process. Quality assurance systems often mirror 
the same inconsistencies and incongruities as may be 
found in training and policy.   A Practice Model defines 
what the organization expects from agency personnel in 
terms of day to day interaction with families and 
community partners, and provides specific methods for 
measuring staff performance in achieving these goals.
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Impact of a Practice Model
� A Practice Framework Can Force Attention to How Children  

and their Families Should Experience the System. When 
practice models are detailed enough to permit comparison 
of the principles to actual day to day practice, a of the principles to actual day to day practice, a 
constructive tension is produced that can lead to important 
changes in the approach to practice. 
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The Research Tells Us
� Minnesota Longitudinal Research 

� Correlation between the quality of family engagement 
and decrease in repeat maltreatment

� When children go home it is their parents who protect 
them

� Illinois Research
� Correlation between the quality of relationship between � Correlation between the quality of relationship between 

resource families and birth families and children 
achieving permanency outcomes

� Hess’s Research 
� Correlation between Worker –Family Engagement and 

consistency of family visitation 
� Casey Family to Family research 

� teaches us that the quality of birth family-agency-
resource family relationship enhances family 
engagement 
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This Research tells us that Family Engagement results This Research tells us that Family Engagement results This Research tells us that Family Engagement results This Research tells us that Family Engagement results 

from the following:from the following:from the following:from the following:

�Families believe that what they say 
matters. 

�Families are included all aspects of 
decision making.

�Families are an active part of the case �Families are an active part of the case 
planning and case plan review process.

�We practice full disclosure and we are 
transparent in our assessments and 
processes.
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Increased Partnership

� Clients whose workers take the time to engage families 
are significantly more likely to work cooperatively 
with their worker in several areas. 
� In one study, researchers found that clients were significantly 

more likely to follow through with referrals to collaterals.

Just A Few Statistics

more likely to follow through with referrals to collaterals.

� While 77% of clients whose worker’s explicitly took time to 
engage them followed through with these referrals, only 35% 
of those where workers did not take the time to engage the 
family did so. 
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Keeping Children in their Home

One study found that when workers engage families, 
children are significantly less likely to be removed from 
the home. 

� While 90% of workers who did not take the time to 

Just A Few Statistics

� While 90% of workers who did not take the time to 
engage the families removed children from the home, 
only 59.3% removed children when workers actively 
worked to engage families.   

� The type and severity of maltreatment, as well as 
presence of co-morbid factors and chronic involvement 
with the system, was the same for these two groups. 
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Client Success

� Clients for whom workers take the time to fully engage 
families are simply more successful.  

� Several research studies indicate that clients achieved 
significantly more case goals and objectives than those 
where workers do not take the time to initially engage the 

Just A Few Statistics

significantly more case goals and objectives than those 
where workers do not take the time to initially engage the 
family (worker and family report).  
� The average number of goals/objectives achieved by the families 

fully engaged was 6.00, while the average for  families that were 
not engaged  was 1.09. 

� This difference represents approximately a 500% increase in goal 
attainment. 
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A Visual 
Depiction of the 
Practice Model



Decisions in child protective Decisions in child protective Decisions in child protective Decisions in child protective 

services are made with limited services are made with limited services are made with limited services are made with limited 

knowledge in emotionally charged knowledge in emotionally charged knowledge in emotionally charged knowledge in emotionally charged 

circumstances.circumstances.circumstances.circumstances.

Children deserve our best Children deserve our best Children deserve our best Children deserve our best Children deserve our best Children deserve our best Children deserve our best Children deserve our best 

efforts…so Oklahoma has adopted efforts…so Oklahoma has adopted efforts…so Oklahoma has adopted efforts…so Oklahoma has adopted 

an evidence based approach to an evidence based approach to an evidence based approach to an evidence based approach to 

learning and reasoning?learning and reasoning?learning and reasoning?learning and reasoning?
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